
 

 

 MINUTES 10th November, 2015 
RHOSSILI COMMUNITY COUNCIL 

 

Council: Chair - Steve Campbell-Kelly (SCK), Vice-Chair - Ian Button (IB), Tom Higgs (TH), Jeff Higgins (JH), 

  Nicola Rees (NR), Sally Thomas (ST) and Steve Walmsley (SW) 

1. Attendance: SC-K, IB, SW, JH, NR and ST. Meeting commenced at 7.20pm 
Residents: Linda Bartlett, Anne Morse-Jones and June Thomas 

2. Apologies:  TH 
3. Declaration of Interests: None declared 
4. Minutes of last Meeting:  Minutes for 08/09 Approved and signed; Minutes for 13/10 Approved and signed. 
5. Matters arising: Taken during Agenda Items 

 
6. National Trust: No representative in attendance. Clerk to draft letter to NT requesting a Communication Plan be agreed, as 

a method of keeping villagers informed of NT (hosting or organising) events in and immediately around Rhossili. 
 

7. Chairman’s Items: 
Defibrillator Up-date: Application Forms for all the extra Defibrillators will be completed in the next few weeks. 
Footpath Map: IB had brought samples of the finished maps. All agreed that the maps were of good quality and IB was 
praised and thanked for his efforts in designing and producing them. 
AONB Diamond Jubilee: It was felt that 60 years of Rhossili and Gower as the first AONB should be marked in some way. 
NR was asked to liaise with NT to see what, if anything, they were doing to celebrate and mark the occasion. Various 
suggestions were put forward as ideas, to be discussed in more detail at a later date. 
Newsletter: Clerk outlined proposed items and asked for suggestions of people in the Village who could be asked to 
contribute articles for inclusion. Clerk has “posted” a Mailchimp to the subscribers in the village to add their Christmas 
Greetings in the Newsletter. SC-K went through the proposed list from the previous Meeting and some were added or 
removed. 
 

8. Planning Applications: 2015/2122 Little Hill House; Details came late but papers were studied in some detail and there 
was much discussion by all people present. Objection will be made against the proposal, and comments sent to the 
Planning committee by SC-K. The main comments were: The proposed design was considered to be inappropriate in the 
setting and not in keeping with the close relation to The Rocket House; there were also concerns that the smaller farm 
buildings would be used as holiday accommodation yet the main house was proposed to be extended into the hillside to 
incorporate rooms for storage. Other more detailed and specific comments would be put on the CCS Planning portal for 
comments. 
  

9. Footpaths: Noted that Gwyn Thomas has been working to clear and widen the footpath from Fall Bay to Thurba Head, 
including re-building the steps through the kissing-gate at Richards Rock. 
 

10. Highways: Nothing of note 
 

 
11. Village Hall: Noted village Hall will be closed for the month of January for routine maintenance to be carried out.  

December’s activities include Roger’s Quiz Night and Carols Around the Christmas Tree 

 

 
12. Finance : Balance was reported as £3,379.17. Permission was given to pay Invoice from Bunkhouse for hire of Hall during 

Defibrillator Training. SW to work with JH on the subject of employee pension arrangements, as Village Hall has to do the 
same. 
 

13. Date of next Meeting:  Tuesday, 8th December, 2015 at 7.15pm in ante-room at back of Village Hall. 
14.  Meeting closed at 9.24pm 

 

Web site: www.rhossilicc.org         Email: rhossilicc@gmail.com 
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